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jfcbruarp 26, 1985
SBA Recommends Re-evaluating
Discretionary Point Policy

lJol. 11,_J}o. 6

SBA Election Results

By Chris Sullivan

discretionary points" at the last
SBA Board returned to positions on
meeting of outgoing Student Bar
the new Board, Sid Rossi, and
Do instructors have the authority
The Student Bar Association
Association Board on February 13.
Frank Garza. New members of the
to take away five points from a stuOutgoing S.B .A. members, realiz- held elections for the 1985-86 SBA
Board include Angelo Servidio,
dents hard earned examination
ing that an entirely new Board Chairperson and Board of DirectBob Heffron, Chris Sullivan,
grade? Yes, under rule "V. CLASS
would be sworn in the following ors, and for Honor Board, on FebCheryl King, William J. O'Brien,
ATTENDANCE AND PERFORMweek, engaged in a limited discus- ruary 1l-13th. The new ChairperCarolyn Wehner, and Patrice
ANCE. 3. Course Grade. The grade
sion of the controversial issue. The ; son is Mi Yong Kim, who was a Smith, all day division students,
for each course is based primarily
fruit of the discussion was a broad member of the 1984-85 SBA
and Miriam Rosenberg, fron the
on the grade a student receives on
recommendation to the Faculty Board.
.
evening division.
the final examination or paper.
Two members of the 1984-85
Academic Policy Committee:
Unsuccessful SBA Board candiHowever, an instructor has discreTo The Academic Committee:
tion to raise or lower a student's
The Student Bar Association
examination or paper grade by up
notes a perception among stuto five points, based upon an
dents that discretionary points
assessment of the student's classare not awarded by faculty
room performance, in determining
members in a consistent fashion,
the student's final grade for the
and that students grades are becourse." In addition, "classroom
mg affected without explanation.
performance" is further defined in
The 5. B.A. therefore requests
subsection (2): "2. Classroom Perthe Academic Committee to
formance . Classroom performance
reevaluate the aims of the discreis an important index of a student's
tionary point policy, and to proprog'ress. Such performance invide clear guidance to faculty
cludes class attendance, participamembers on appropriate use of
tion in class discussions; and writthe discretionary points. These
ten assignments and exercises
guidelines should also be made
(other than major research papers)
clear to the student body .
given during the semester."
The S.B.A. also requests the
f f2_,, Q/;)1
Many students have become
Academic Committee to revise
W;/ 1, ttu,'
outraged at the recent exercise of
the academic rules to provide
this latent, but potent authority.
that upon request, a student may
Most instructors utilize this discre- .
receive a written explanation of
tionary point authority in a positive
the reason for assignment of posifashion by rewarding a student's
tive, or negative, or of no points,
oral contribution in class by adding
to the affected students grades.
up to five points to a student's final The Academic Policy Committee is
examination or paper grade . presently considering the entire
However, as the rule clearly states, discretionary point system and
an instructor does have the right to would appreciate student input on
punish a student for his or her the issue through the new Student
"classroom performance".
Bar Association Board as well as
Incensed students voiced their the student S.B.A. liaisons to the
concerns over the use of "negative Committee.
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Church-State
Panel
This Week
A panel entitled, "How High the
Wall? The Supreme Court and
Church-State: 1985," will take
place on February 27 at 4:30 PM at
Caldwell Hall auditorium. The
speakers are two distinguished
constitutional lawyers, Mr. William B. Ball and Mr. Lee Boothby.
Dean Steven P. Frankino of the
Law School is moderator.
Mr. Ball and Mr. Boothby will
discuss the major church-state
issues currently pending for decision before the Supreme Court.
The panel is part of the law
School's ongoing Interdisciplinary
Program on Law and Religion,
which is funded in part by the Henry R. Luce Foundation. A wine and
cheese reception will follow the
presentations.
Cases involving the interpretation of the "Free Exercise" and "Establishment" clauses of the First
Amendment have frequently pre-

date Raymond Kline challenged
the results . The votes were recounted, and confirmed, and the
vote was certified by the outgoing
Board at its final meeting on February 21st.
Also elected were members of
the 1985-86 Honor Board: Bonnie
Marie Ryan, Patrick J. McCarty,
Dave Fenimore, Charles W. Gittins, and Marcus Davis.

New SBA
-Board
by Miriam Rosenberg
On Thursday; February 21, the
newly-elected Board of the Student
Bar Association met to discuss activities planned for the coming
year.
After a briefing on Proposition
50 and Proposition 100, and parting comments from outgoing
members of the SBA Board, the
Board listened to reports from the
new Officers: Mi Yong Kim (Chair,
SBA Board}, Frank Garza (Treasurer), and Sid Rossi (Emergency Loan
Officer).
.
Among the planned SBA activities discussed were the Barrister's
Ball (mark your calendar for March
.30), the Spring Picnic (for graduating law students), the coffee/tea
during exam period, summer mail- ·
ings to new students, and the welcome picnic for first-years. Further, several Board members emphasized the need for SBA Board review of next year's proposed
course schedule, before it becomes final.

Cdtical Legal Studies
Scholar to Speak
by John Gilmore

school without being familiar with
its basic tenents is poorly edu"All that we
it penetrated by cated.
it."
Critical Legal Studies seeks to
- John Ashbery
strip away the facade of legal reasoning in order to expose the varProfessor Mark Tushnet, a leadious value choices upon which
ing Critical Legal Studies scholar,
legal assumptions rest. In doing so,
will address students on the gener- CLS argues persuasively that law
al themes of CLS on Wednesday,
possesses no objective moral
Febraury 27, at 6:0() p.m. in Room force. Rather, law mirrors . the
105. A special invitation is ex- structure of society and its various
tended to first year students. A interests. These structures are the
wine and cheese reception will fol- result of domination, coercion ;:i nd
low. This event is sponsored by the repression. Therefore, CLS posits,
Catholic University National
law itself is nothing more th,1,, a
Lawyers Guild.
system which perpetuates ".' !le;;,it,Critical Legal Studies represents mate hierarchies."
an intellectual renaissance of the
CLS has been extrordin c.:.-: ·v
American Left. This body of effective in changing the natt:n:
thought has shaken the traditional and focus of legal theory. Trad,legal establishment to its core and . tional scholarship must acknu ,,,'.
has re-defined entirely.the manner edge and deal with the challenge
in which law is thought about.
, -~~ y one graduating from law

see
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New SBA Board, cont.
The first official policy decision
of the new board was to approve a
new· "Open Door Policy", to ensure that CUA law students will
have easy access to the SBA Board.
The pol icy provides for a prearranged schedule of at least one
hour each week-day (scheduled at·
different times, to accomodate the
different schedules of day and evening division students) during

which a Board member will be
present in the SBA office to answer'
questions, respond to complaints,
listen to suggestions, or just talk.
The schedule will be posted on the
SBA bulletin board and on the door
to the SBA office, and all law students are encouraged to take
advantage of this opportunity to
meet and work with the SBA
Board.

SUMMER

II\IT ER NSH IP OPPOR TUN ITV

.
The Cent~r for l\~tio!lal Policy Review, located at the law sch~ol,
1s now accepting applications for summer emplo'l_ment as a Center mterri.

Accepted applicants will work for 8--10 weeks (35 hours per week) at a
weekly salary of $220 and will also take the Law and Public Policy
course during the summer session. SJmmer interns must then complete
a 5--credit internship with the Center in the following academic year.
The Center'.s work addresses ~roblems of discrimination in housing, education, employment, voting, welfare and job training programs, and other
areas of social concern.
.
Application packets are available from the Center's main office, Room
10 on the law school's bottom floor. Complete applications must be
returned to this office no later than 5:00 p.m. on Monday, March 18. For
further information, contact Professor Wmiam Kaplin, director of the law
and Public Policy Program.
.,?><Q>~,.Q><..::;;~;»«~~Q>~,.Q~1"«:;»«~~Q>r.Q~~~;»«~~Q><Q~'>«:,~;»«~(7>,.Q>r.Q,,,q

JOB OPPOR TU NIT IES

Church-State Panel, cont.
far-reaching significance in the
and Mr. Boothby have lectured
sented the Supreme Court with di- evolution of constitutional law
and written widely on church-state
fficult legal and policy questions.
principles and in defining the relaaffairs.
The current docket of the Court in- tion of law and religion in this
The Interdisciplinary Program
country. The panelists' w ide expecludes eight church-state cases, an
on Law and Religion, which was
unusually large number. The main . rience as litigators and their extenestablished to create a framework
sive knowledge of church-state
issues in these cases are:
for interdisciplinary scholarship in
- Moments of silence in public
law make them uniquely qualified
the area of law and religion, has
to analyze these major cases.
schools;
scheduled a major program on
Mr. Ball has been lead counsel
- Job protection to Sabbath
"The Religious Foundations of
in a number of major church-state
observers;
Civil Rights Law." The programs
Refusal by village to permit a cases in the Supreme Court, inwill be held on Apri l 18 and 19,
cluding the precedent-setting Wisprivately-sponsored creche
1985, and participating will be a
consin v. Yoder, involving the
in a public park;
number of distinguished scholars
religious educational freedom of
Public school personne
in the areas of law, history, theolothe Amish. He is a partner in the
teaching secular courses on
gy, and philosophy. Earlier this
firm of Ball and Skelly, Harrisburg,
private school premises;
year, the Interdisciplinary Program
Pennsylvania . Mr. Boothby is a
sponsored a symposium on "The
- Religious refusal by appliccrnt
to be photographed for driv- general counsel of Americans
Politics of Religion ." A large audiUnited for Separation of Church
ence heard presentations on this
er's license;
Application of Fair Labor and State and has handled many
time I y · topic from four disStandards Act to "associ- cases involving religious freedom,
tinguished scholars from The
including recent proceedings on
ates" of a religious foundaCatholic University of America.
religious deprogramming, licensProfessor Robert Destro is directtion .
ing of a church-operated day-care
- Right of religious groups to
or of the Interdisciplinary Program
center, and charitable solicitation .
"equal access" to high
and Professor Wi II iam Joseph
He is a partner in the firm of Boothschool facilities.
Wagner is the program's assistant
It is widely expected that the de- by, Huff and Yingst, Berrien · director.
cisions in these cases will be of Springs, Michigan . Both Mr. Ball
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A paying position is available for a current
first or second year student who would be inter- .
ested in working with Professor Wortham on
some writing projects regarding clinical programs
next year. Journalism or some other similar
writing experience is helpful.
Another paying position is available for a curcurrent first or second year student who is
interested in working with Professor.Wo'ttham
on administrative matters regarding stbdent
information on clinical programs.
These positions could 6e corfihined if com- · §
mensurate with student interest and backqround.
Each probably would involve no more than
twenty hours of work per month (and likely
less) so the positions could be combined with
§
other employment.

t
t
t
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Nancy Sachitano and John Bender

Critical Legal Studies, cont.

presented by CLS. This process of which explains the law and its op'change in legal academia, howev- erations but without examining the
er, has not been easy . Many bitter assumptions upon which their sysEditorial Editor Charles V. Antonicelli
and acrimonious debates and arti-- tems rest. It has been said that legal
cles have been produced in the analysis that gets relevant by
wake of CLS' arrival.
gesturing outside law toward a
Photography Editor Elaine E. Henninger
pseudo-concensus morality or the
Liberals are a main target of CLS .
This is because, according to CLS,
technical abstraction of efficiency
Caroline Baldwin
Business Manager
, liberals work to fine tune a system
has already lost its own battle for
;that thoroughly represses those .autonomy .
CONTRIBUTORS
;whom the liberals seek to help. By
Legal education itself, then, has
mistakenly allowing those various
come
under strenuous attack by
Lauren Bloom
Patti Leitner
CLS scholars. In short, they claim,
oppressed groups to believe that
Donna Coles
Michael Lynch
John Cook
Clayton Mansfield
law pmfessors teach nothing, and
!real, fundamental change is possiRich DesLauriers
Barbara McGarey
Anthony Dillon
Susan Morganstern
the
alleged system of analysis to
ble
within
the
system,
liberals
conAlan Forst
Diana Recto
Jon Frank
tribute to the continuation- of an . which they cling is but an amalgam
Marc Rosendorf
John Gilmore
Sid Rossi
unjust system.
of unspoken assumptions, dubious
Carolyn Harris
Les Scheiner
Bruce Johnson
Christopher M . Strub
By
liberals,
however,
CLS
invalue choices and selective blindCheryl King
Patricia Thompson-Hill
1cludes everyone from Posner and
Mark Kreder
Bart Van de Weghe
ness.
Meldie Lategola
Kathleen Walsh
Duncan Kennedy, a high priest
/ Nozick to Dworkin and Tribe. This
Erika Lert
Don Walter
Roger H. Gray
Jay Weitzel
: is because even though the averof CLS, argues as much in "Legal
Ray Kline
Bill Wilkin
Education as Training for Hierar' age academic would classify the
Judicial Notice is published tri-weekly, except during schooi holidays, by students of the Columbus 1 former as conservative and the lachy,"
one of several essays in a
School of Law, Catholic University. Contributions from the entire law school community are welcome.
Editorial offices: Columbus School of Law, Catholic University of America, Washington, D.C. 20064; phone
ter as Ii beral, CLS holds that they
book entitled The Politics of Law.
. 20.2-635-■
.
-5■154_.A■d■ve■rt■is■
ing11111
rat■es■a■n■d■ci■
rc■
ula■ti■on■s■ta■tis■ti■
cs■a■va■ila■b■le■o■n■req111u■e■st■
. - - - - - - - all attempt to arrange a system Two copies of this important work

are on reserve at the library. The
campus bookstore also has paperback copies for sale. First year students are urged to read this and
other essays in the book .
The solutions to the problems
which CLS has identified are somewhat speculative and ill-defined .
Having reordered the game, CLS'
challenge is not to offer workable
alternatives to a system they have,
in many regards, left in shambles .
Professor Tushnet's visit offers
an outstanding opportunity to
learn more about the single most
important legal movement since
the case study method. Faculty are
encouraged to attend this lecture.
A CLS study group is now forming to pursue an understanding of
various CLS ideas and themes .
Anyone interested in joining
should contact Lydia Kleiner, Susan Morganstern or John Gilmore.
Faculty are especially welcomed.
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BLSA Overhauls Bylaws
by Patricia Thompson-Hill

BLSA officials have completely
overhauled the association's antiquated ordinances in further efforts
to bui Id the association's efficiency
and value to the law school community.
The Bylaws Committee, headed
by Paul E. Waters, 3rd yr. day, began its task last summer with the
original documents from the association's founding more than a
decade ago. The proposed document, which represents some 200
hours of committee work spread
over this year, was to be presented
to the general membership Sunday
for ratification .
The group had simply outgrown
the old constitution and bylaws,
according to Chairperson Raenelle
H. Zapata, 3rd yr. day. "The con-

stitution did not address m~ny of
the situations with which we are
now faced," she said, and the
bylaws lacked procedural specificity. "We tried very hard to plug the
holes that existed and to set up a
document that not only governs
our operations, but promotes ·
them ."
One aspect of the reorganization, Zapata said, has been the
addition of another officer to the
Executive Board to share the
responsibilities of running the ;
association. "The new public in- '
formation officer's position was ·
necessary because the heavy
workload of school just does not ·
al low so few people to do the work
that is needed to make the organ- ,

ization function."
Other changes incorporated into
the proposed new structure include the alumni liaison and faculty advisor. "The liaison strengthens the students'. relationship
with alumni," Zapata said. "That
person facilitates meeting alumni
and getting jobs. It also continues
to strengthen alumni relationships
for the whole law school." She
cited a memo sent to black alumni
encouraging them to volunteer as
moot court competition judges.
The faculty advisor, a role filled
by Prof. Urban A. Lester, provides
further channels of communication to the administration on matters difficult for students to discuss ,
directly, Zapata said.

Women's
Legal
Law
.C areer
Caucus Services
Notes

As the 16th Annual National
Women & the Law Conference, to
be held from March 22-24, 1985 in
New York City, approaches, so too
does the March 1 deadline for
registration. All those interested in
attendi~should look at the
Caucus' bulletin board for additional information.
The Women's Law Caucus has
also tentatively scheduled for the
month of April a tea with wor.,en
alumni , to be co-- ~~onsored with
Legal Career :,ervil f-5.
All interested students are wela
come to attend the Caucus·, weel<ly luncheon meetings held on
Tuesdays at noon in Caldwell Dining Hall.

MID-ATLANTIC CONSORTIUM
FOR LAW PLACEMENT,
RECRUITING CONFERENCE
MARCH 1, 1985
The Crystal City Sheraton Hotel
will be the site of this interviewing
day with 26 small and medium
firms from Pennsylvania, Maryland, New Jersey, Delaware, New
York, Texas, Illinois, Georgia and
Washington, D.C. As a member
school of the Consortium, Catholic
will have two guaranteed interview slots with each firm at the
! conference. Information about the
firms and their hiring needs is
available at LCS. li,terviews will be
announced o :february 26 and
students Ql,J(St confirm by Wednesday, Feoruary 27. Watch for the
schedule and contact Karen Wagner for confirmation if you are
scheduled to interview. Further information is available in the LCS
office.
PUBLIC INTEREST/PUBLIC
SERVICE CAREER PROGRAM A
SUCCESS!
The Public Interest Information
and Interview days held February
11-12 at George Washington University were well attended by
Nancy Rappa and John Winicov
Catholic Law students. A total of
50 organizations were represented, with 24 of those holding
interviews on the second day of the
program. Over 30 Catholic Law
the history of the Office of Solicitor
students secured guaranteed inby Charles V. Antonicelli
terviews with these organizations;
General, its importance in shaping
and additional discretionary inOn Wednesday, February 13, and implementing presidential
terviews were granted to a number
1985, The CU.A. Federalist Soci- policy, and the nature of the
of CU students on site . The inety dined with Rex Lee, Solicitor decision-making process behind
formation and interview days were
General of the United Staes, at the choosing which cases to argue.
open to first, second, and third
Szechuan Chinese Restaurant at
In an amiable and forthcoming
Sixth and Eye Streets, NW.
manner, Mr. Lee answered Society · year students . As a sponsoring
member of the D .C. Consortium of
Mr. Lee accepted the invitation
members' questions, ranging from
Law Schools, LCS helped to
of Alan Frost, Federalist Society
which Supreme Court decision he
organize this conference .
Chairman, to address the Society
considered the most important in
In response to interest expressed
on the topic of the workings of the
recent years, to the strategy of the
Office of Solic itor General and inReagan Administration before the · by CU Law students, LCS will be
working this spring to expand its
formally discuss some of the more · Supreme Court.
Prior to becoming Solicitor
career library resources and coninteresting cases handled by the
General, Mr. Lee was the Dean of tact listings in the area of public
Office under Mr. Lee's direction .
the Brigham Young Law School.
interest law.
Mr. Lee spoke on such topics as
WOMEN'S LAW COLLECTIVE
AND LCS TO EMBARK ON
JOINT RESOURCE-BUILDING
PROJECT
MEMORANDUM
During the spring a joint effort
will be made to increase the inRE: Editorial Selections for Volume 35
formation holdings and contact
FROM: Roberto L. Corrada, Editor-in-Chief, Volume 34
listing for women in law and
TO: Law School
women's organizations. See Victoria Edwards, Lydia Kleiner or
We are happy to announce that we have selected the Editorial Board for
Karen Wagner for more informaVolume 35. To be congratulated are:
tion.
Catherine T. Clarke
Editor-in-Chief
LOOKING FOR A JOB OUTSIDE
John M. Cook
Managing Editor
OF
THE D.C. AREA?
Catherine J. Wiss
Article & Book Review Editor
Did you know that Catholic's
David L. Durkin
· Publication Editor
LCS hold reciprocity service agreeAmy Gallicchio
Research Editor
ments with a number of law school
James M. Weitzel, Jr.
Comment Editor
placement officer across the counJohn H. Gilmore
Note Editor
try? Consult your LCS Student's
J. Michael Klise
Note Editor
Handbook on inquire with LCS
Thomas J. Noto
Note Editor
staff for details.
Mary Elizabeth Bierman
Associate Editor
LCS ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Frances Hughes Glendening
Associate Editor
The committee met for the first
Ann H. Jameson
Associate Editor
time
on February 8 and will be
Mary A. Lopatto
Associate Editor
meeting monthly through the
Leslie H. Scheiner
Associate Editor
spring. Minutes of these meetings
Thomas Scully
Associate Editor
will be posted on the LCS bulleting
We know that the Faculty, and Administration, and student body join
board. Committee members are:
us in extending congratulations to the Volume 35 Editorial Board. We
Leah Wortham, Father O'Brien ,
have the utmost confidence that the new Board will be a great asset to the
Samantha Sanchez, Laura Scurko,
Law Review and to the Law School.
· Theresa Stark, and Karen Wagner.

Federalist Society

.'The library's THAT way!

Law Review
Writing Competition
by Roberto Corrada

This year the Law Review writing competiton began on February
22nd and will continue through
March 12. Staff selections are
based on writing performance
drawn from a packet containing a
pre-determined topic and research
material. No outside research or
assistance of any kind is permitted. Any student interested in
competing may pick up the competiton packet in the Law Review
office between 9:00 AM to 7:00
PM from Friday, February 22
through Friday, March 1. During
spring break, packets may be picked up in the Law Review office between 9:00 AM and ,:30 PM,
Monday through Friday . First and
second year day students and
second and third year night students are eligible to compete.
The Law Review staff will be
holding several informational
meetings for any students interested in learning more about
Law Review and to answer any

questions concerning the writing
competition packet.
SPECIFIC DATES:
1. Tuesday, February 26 at 7:30
PM-Nursing School Auditorium ·

This will be a large group meeting '
conducted in cooperation with
the BLT instructors and BLT '.
classes. It will focus on discussion of the advantages of becoming a member of the Law
Review.
2. Wednesday, February 27. at
5:30 PM-Room 105
I
Thursday, February 28 at 5:30 I
PM-Room 105
·

These meetings will be small group ;
meetings aimed at giving in- ,
formation concerning the writing competition packets and at
answering questions concerning the competition. We strongly urge all participatns or potential participants to attend one of
these two meetings.
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by Alan Forst
David Nail's diatribe in the Jan.
28 issue of Judicial Notice is just
another example of the proclivity
of the left to ignore reason and honesty, preferring instead to opt for
impassioned personal attacks,
which can only be termed liberal
McCarthyism. Nail's resort to personal innuendos and unwarranted
hyperbole may have been a calculated attempt to avoid the reason of
my editorial in the Nov. 15 Judicial
Notice. In so doing, he failed to
address the Federalists' observation that new forms of discrimination and bigotry, guised by the
term "affirmative action," are not
the proper means to address compl ex social and economic problems.
The Federalists have no intention of disparaging the early civil
rights movement. Our objections
are directed to what has emerged
in its stead - a welfare industry
which not only resorts to lies and
defamation to maintain the allegiance of the disadvantaged to ineffectual (but personally lucrative
to the welfare industry vanguard)
social programs, but which also
has become more strident in the
past decade in its demands for a
new form of institutionalized discrimination, the concept of quotas
based on proportional representation .
Educational and employment
· opportunities for the historically
disadvantaged (primarily blacks
and women) have increased dra
matically in the past twenty years,
much more than Nall and his
associates in the misery industry
will acknowledge .' However, I
agree with Nall that significant
numbers of black Americans and
single mothers have not shared in
these impressive gains. Although
Nall accuses the Federalists of
"shedding nary a tear" in regard to
the social and economic problems
of the black underclass (while subtly shifting the focus from civil
rights to social welfare), it is the
radical liberals who urge that we
leave things as they are - i.e., resist change of failed policies and ·
insist that, since we have obviously
not done enough to help poor
blacks·.. we should do more of the
I
0

®~JJ}J®~

Nall who believes that the only
means (other than class warfare) to
better the economic and social
welfare of the underclass is
through engendering dependency
.on federal welfare programs, conservatives realize that the progress
of the disadvantaged can't be legislated. The poor should be assisted
to become responsible, self-reliant
individuals, not wards of the state.
Conservatives have put forward a
number of new ideas to combat
poverty - Urban Enterprise
Zones; the Job Training Partnership Act; the sub-minimum wage;
qual i fied individuals into law ' tenant management organizations;
If the system has been unfair in
the past, the remedy lies not with
school or the police department wider use of vouchers for educauntil they are ready to meet the tion, housing and legal defense
implementing a new, but similarly
discriminatory system. What the expectations and requirements of choices; and other grass-roots prothe curriculum or position.
liberals term "affirmative action"
grams. We don't guarantee that
today is in reality a demand for
The Federalists' seco'nd objec- these programs will all work. They
institutionalized discrimination.
tion to this new form of affirmative are, however, honest and earnest
Affirmative action in the proper action is the inherently inequitable attempts to alleviate social ills
sense is a means to foster greater nature of a system whereby some which do concern us. It is thus
minority representation in every
individuals are favored over others ironic that Nall accuses the Federfacet of American I ife - employ- on the basis of color or national a Ii sts of "being resistant to
ment, h'igher education, the arts,
origin, regardless of merit or proof change," when .i n fact it is inpolitics, etc . ... To the extent to that they had been actual victims of dividuals suc~ s Nall, and orgawhich it was intended, affirmative discrimination. Nall would dis- nizations such as the Center for
action has been a success, and its
regard the seniority rights of a Nationa Polley Review which
· continuation is supported by the
firefighter with a large family to steadfastly cling to racially divisive
Federalists. However, the liberals
support, who may himself be the rhetoric and failed social programs
have perverted · the concept of son of a victim of discrimination and policies.
affirmative action. Nall used the
(blacks do not hold the monopoly
A great many Americans, inmetaphor of "the race" in his on discrimination). He would have cluding members of the Federalist
editorial, and asserted that inus return to the days of in- Society, are committed to a coundividuals who can be classified as
stitutiona I ized d iscri mi nation,
try which is not divided along race
a "black," "hispanic," etc ., where workers are laid off and or sex or religious lines. We are not
should not be asked to begin the
hired on the basis of their race, sex,
indifferent to the exis_ting disparitrace at the same starting line as or national origin. The most frighties, but to blame all of America's
· white males. Not only does Nail's ening aspect of this race and gen- social problems on a legacy of
system fail to distinguish betwt•en
der conscious scheme is that it is slavery and prejudice is a debut a very short step to a return to ceptive attempt to ignore dedescendants of slaves and descendants of Spanish bankers, but the days when institutions such as mographic patterns which have litit abo perverts the true goal oi professional schools and social tle or no connection to discriminaorganizations limited the number tion. Similarly, Nail's ident'ificaaffirmative action, which is to
assist the disadvantaged to get to of Catholic and Jewish applicants tion of the Federalist Society as
the starting line prepared to comthey would accept.
"champions of the rights of
pete on equal terms with other
In sharp contrast to Nall and his bigots," is merely a tactic to divert
Americans. Nall would mandate
race conscious colleagues, the attention from the merits of our rethe selection of individuals for pro- Federalists prefer to look for new spective arguments. Nail's
fessional school programs and em~ options to ~eplace the social and . approach ·to a reasoned argument
rloyment positions for which they _ economic programs which haven't
is not new. "Why should we
succeeded and, in the case of bother to reply to Kautsky?" Lenin
are neither qualified nor prepared .
quotas, are morally wrong. The asked. "He would reply to us, and
Nobody benerm from thP hirprimary responsibility for lifting the we would have to reply to his repin~ 01 a ledcher who is not competent in his/her subject. Nall
able-bodied poor from poverty
ly. There's no end to that. It will be
would merely ensure that his
rests with the poor themselves, and
quite enough for us to announce
metaphorical runner win the race.
the function of the government and
that Kautsky is a traitor to the workThe Federalists are more con- the non-poor is to help the dising class, and everyone will uncerned with the preparation of the
advantaged help themselves. We derstand everything." Nall should
runner to compete once "the race"
do shed a tear for the poor, howevknow that everyone understands
is over - you can't just thrust un- er, in contrast to the socialists like · him.

FEDERALIST RESPONSE
TO LIBERALS:
WE UNDERSTAND
same . This is the George Stein. brenner theory of social welfare if spending millions on players last
year didn't assure a pennant,
spend even more money this year,
no matter the cost to the ticketpayers nor the knowledge that the
same strategy didn't work last year.
Not only does the Nall/liberal
agenda perpetuate an alms race,
but it also advocates the demeaning proposition that blacks, as individuals and as a racial group,
cannot make it on their own. This
argument is an insult to the millions of blacks who have made it
on their own. Black families are
beginning to see that tlie concept
of forced school integration (yes,
David, it is forced, and it is not to
be conf11~erl with thP. constitutionally mandated policy for
school Jesegregalion), i~ a misery
industry program justified by the
liberals' belief that black children
cannot get a good education without the presence of white children. I tried to explain this notion
to my "little brother." Fortunately,
he and other progressive black
Americans realize that the means
to a better education is through the
provision of better schools, whic,h
does not go hand-in-hand with the
provision of white classmates.
e, the lib~ral's concept
Likewis_
of "affirmative action" i~ in all
actuality a system of discrimination based on proportional representation - the notion of "two
blacks, a · woman, a Jew, and a
cripple." This principle is repugnant to the cherished American
principles of individualism, liberty, and equal opportunity for all.
No matter how Nall attempts to
justify them, quotas are incompatible with equal opportunity .

JACKSON -AND REAGAN
Fairness and the Special Interests
by David Nall
(Note: I find that too many lawyers and law students have an inadequate knowledge of American
history to put critical public policy
decisions into a historical perspective. This column is an attempt, in
my own small way, to begin to
remedy that deficiency. To those of
you who know this story, I
apologize for either 4ppearing
pedantic or for oversimplifying.)
A few weeks ago I went through
a couple of experiences that set me
to wondering about how we define
our political values in this country.
The first was when I finished reading the third and final volume of
Robert Remini's excellent biography of Andrew Jackson. The
second was when I sat down to

relate that history to our current
nullification from his own party in
political situation.
the South. The right of the democThe first experience was the
racy, as the farming and laboring
more uplifting. Andrew Jackson
classes were then known, to have a
controlling or even a significant
was more than the founder of the
Democratic party - he actually voice in American government
legitimized the concept of democ- had been open to challenge. Jackracy in a nation that up to that time son championed and established
considered itself only a republic. that right. He brought the "monied
He fought against class distinction aristocracy" and its symbol and
and class deference in our political
vehicle, Nicholas Biddle's Bank of
system - against reactionary the United States, to their knees.
"blue-light" Federalism in New
We cannot overlook his faults.
England (so called because One crucial failure of vision was
allegedly these disgruntled con- on the issue of race•. Jackson never
servatives had hung blue lights freed his slaves, not even on his
along their coasts during the War · deathbed as was the custom
of 1812 to guide attacking British
among "liberal" slaveowners of
warships), against speculative the day. He considered the aboli"easy money" Whit capitalism in tionists to be radical troublemakthe West, and against states' right ers, with the nullifiers bent on

breaking up the Union . In this respect he was a- prisoner of his
times.
The indelibly democratizing
effects of the "Jackson Revolution"
were apparent when the Whig
party, the fore-runner of our
present-day Republicans, ran the
first "log cabin" campaign to gain
popular appeal for'a military hero,
William Henry Harrison. Jackson's
successor, Martin Van Buren, was
depicted as a corrupt New York
politician. The Whigs were swept
to power, but unfortunately for
them, Harrison died within a few
days of taking office. An apostate
Virginia Democrat, John Tyler,
whose views were much closer to
Andrew Jackson's than to Henry
Clay's or Daniel Webster's, be-

came President.
Why the history lesson one
might ask. Well, it might be because I am struck by the converse
parallels to our present politics.
The "Reagan Revolution" is one
led by another septogenarian, not
a hero of the battlefield but one of
combat on the si Iver screen, whose
aim is to roll up the legacy of reform produced by succeeding generations of Jackson's party and to
replace it with a fast and loose system of laissez-faire capitalism that
would have made Henry <;:lay proud. Clay's "American System" was
to have been bolstered by a massive system of public works fi-

Continued on Page Six
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A BLEMISH ON THE COURT CRIMINAL JUSTICE
by Charles V. Antonicelli
The Supreme Court recently
overruled its decision in National
League of Cities v. Usery, a 1976
case which limited Congress' power to interfere with States' rights.
The decision, Garcia v. San Antonio Metropolitan Transit Authority, states that Federal minimum
wage standards apply to State employees . Although this decision
signals a setback fo the "new
federalism" advocated by the
Reagan Administration, with the
emphasis on States' rights, I find
the majority's analysis and the
sharp dissents it provoked more
distressing. As the majority says,
the States can fend for themselves,
and the dissents give ample warning that this battle in the courts is
not over yet. The biggest loser is
the Court's credibility and reputation of respect for precedent. Not
only did the Court overrule·a decision less that ten years old, which it
did not have to do, but its reason- ·
ing and analysis are certainly not
up to par.
Solicitor General Rex E. lee,
arguing the Federal Government's
position, strongly urged the Court to
uphold National League of Cities.
He .obviously, then, worked e,ut a
way in which the Court could find
for the Government without overturning National League of Cities.
The Court refused this avenue and
instead overreached its bounds by
answering a question not asked of
it. For what reason? Does the
majority really bel.ieve that it

should not interfere with Congress'
power over the States, or did Harry
Blackmun (the swing vote in 1976)
just get tired of applying the the
three-pronged test we spent three
days learn ing in Constitutional
law? Pr ecedent i a I v a I ue is
obviously not limitless,but the
stress in our legal system is on
adherence to "the th ing decided"
and should not be overturned without careful thought and appropriate analysis .
The majority opinion leaves
much to be desired in the way of
the careful analysis and reasoning
wh ich should accompany all Su- .
preme Court decisions, especially
those that upset a previous decision. For one thing the majority
does not at all discuss the Tenth
Amendment in its opinion, yet this
was the basis for the decision in
National League of Cities.
'
The majority stresses the un- ·
workability of a rule which has.been applied for almost ten years and
taught in law schools throughout
the country. The Court is forever
creating tests to be applied to future cases, some much more difficult that the present one, yet it
abandons the National League of
Cities test with no better rationale
than the Court is not in a position to
determine a traditionally local
function .
The majority states that this test ·
invites a non-elected judiciary to
decide "which state policies it
favors and which it dislikes." By
equating the determination of a tra-

VIGILANTE SYMPATHIZER
To the Editor:
The other night, my sister and I
arrived home around 11 :00 P.M. I
had gone to park my car and on the
walk back I saw her running barefoot up the snowy street calling my
name. At that moment, I knew
something was very wrong. Our
apartment had been robbed while
my sister was at work and I was at
school. Many have experienced
this sickening feeling of rooms torn
apart, drawers upturned, and most
of all, the deliberate invasion of
privacy . I felt violated and angry.
The police arrived and a few
hours later fingerprints were lifted.

As I sat there numbly answering
questions, in the back of my mind I
knew the fingerprints and the forms
would be filed among thousands of
·similar records and the violator
would go unapprehended . My sister and I both knew we would never recover our family jewelry that
held deep sentimental value. The
officer told us that the jewelry
would most likely be sold on the
street in Georgetown, just a few
short blocks from our apartment.
Perhaps the thieves would attempt
to pawn some of the jewelry, and if
we were lucky, a detective scanning the pawn shops might recog-

DIVIDED INTERESTS
To The Editor:
While my term as GSA Representative has been a remarkable
experience, I cannot let mv term
end without responding to those
who have accused me of not
representing the interests of the law
school . If the job of a Representative is to blindly support proposals
that benefit this school while completely disregarding the interests of
GSA as a whole, then I plead guilty. But I find it difficult to believe
that the position requires one to be

so narrow minded.
Consider: I have attended all but
one meeting and considered the
proposals that have come before
GSA. When they are sound, I've
supported them . For example, I
have no trouble with Prop 100. It
seems to strike a balance between
giving the law school voting
strength commensurate with its
size without making GSA unmanageable. Moreover, in my
capacity as Budget Committee
Chairman, I have provided in-

ditionally local function with a judge's personal decision as to
which laws he favors, the majority
expresses a lack of understanding
regarding the analysis to be ap- .
plied . (Perhaps if they had been i
taught by Nell Newton, the justices I
inthemajoritywouldknowhowto 1
apply the test without interposing
their personal feelings .) Furthermore, the Court explores the limits i
on State powers wh ile not address- :
ing the lim its on Congressional :
power.
Th is shoddy analysis, described
by Justice Powell in his dissent as
"logical infirmities in the Court's ,
reasoning," prompted harsh dis- '.
sents from the other justices. Be- '
cause he could not rebut an analysis which does not effectively
deal with the issue involved, )ustice Rehnquist simply states his intention to bide his time until the
Court once again embraces the decision of National League of Cities.
The majority provoked this disrespect for precedent by its own
decision
The "new federalism" is not by
any means dead as a result of this
decision. In time, this thorn w:ll be
taken out of the side of the forces
who would put political power
where it belongs and where it was
intended to be by the Founding
Fathers: in the hands of the people
where they can make the most
effective decisions-at trP st;,.te
level. However, the blemish on the
Surreme Court will remain iorever
recorded in history.

IN DC?

by Rich Deslauriers

in a constant struggle against'urban
crime; a community having every
As public toleration for crime •right to expect that local authorities
and the heretofore well protected are doing their utmost to prevent
rights of cr iminals continues to potentially dangerous criminals
rapidly wane in wake of the Be- from ruling the streets in a state of
rnard Goetz incident, it is rather . criminal anarchy . Such a scenario
:astounding to realize that Mayor would be dangerously closer to
' Barry and a D .C. governmental reality if the D.C. commission's
!commission are considering proposals are implemented to their
· relieving overcrowding in the D.C fu Ilest extent.
prison system by eliminating jail · Though there are certainly sorne
terms for many burglary, drug and drug charges that do not necessarweapon charges. Reluctant to con- ily warrant mandatory prison sentstruct a new prison facility (though ences (i .e., possession of small
Senator Arlen Specter, Chairman amounts of pot), the equivalent
of the Appropriations Sub- cannot be said of burglary and
committee on the District, has in- weapon violations both of which
dicated that federal funding may harbor an extremely high potential
'be available for such a project), for violence . Recognizing this,
D.C. officials are contemplating a states such as New York and
1de facto decriminalization of such
Massachusetts have implemented
crimes in an effort to control the strict laws with severe penalties for
ever burgeoning prison population those caught with- unregistered
at Lorton and similar facilities firearms •in a,.~ffort to reduce
resulting from the District's rather fatalities asi ociated with the crimiignominious crime problem.
nal use of illegal weapons. To acA satisfactory solution to the cept the D.C. commission's asserproblem of severely congested tion that "weapons offenses are
lprisons should be unearthed in ·technically victimless" is to blindly
!order to ensure that the in- ignore the reality that such crimes
carcerated are indeed held under are victimless only when the trigreasonably humane and sanitary ger of a gun ·is not pulled. In D.C.;
living conditions so as to better the trigger is indeed all too often
:effectuate any possible social pulled.
rehabilitation of the individual.
Likewise, one must consider
However, this commendable goal with ·great in~redulity the comshould never be achieved at the
·expense of a community, such as
Continued on Page Six
ours here in D.C., that is engaged
1

.their backs on l e situation. ur
campus is one prime example of
"covering up" the numerous muggings, rapes, and shootings that
occur each year. For instance, did
the s c ho o I i n'fo rm a 11 u ndergraduate and graduate students
of the fact that a woman was shot in
the head on our campus before
al exams? In order to better protect
themselves; the students of Catholic University have a right to be informed of the serious crimes that
occur on campus - even if this
means a decrease in enrollment or
harming the school's "reputation ."
One out of three American
families has been a victim of crime.
A friend of mine told me to just
accept "random crime as the norm
in our society." The seriousness of
the problem lies in the fact that
people believe this type of statement. Sadly, our ,society no longer
views the crime rate as abnormal.
The United States does not have to
put up with crime of this propor.tion . Japan is one nation that illustrates that crime is not the norm in
formation and technical assistance every country. While in Japan, I
to law school organizations seekhad a conversation with a judge ·
ing GSA funds. Although they reabout the crime rate in the United
ceived no special treatment, law
States as compared to that in Japan .
school organizations got 100% of . The statistics should put our counrequested funds.
try to shame. He told me that last
But I oppose Prop 50. The law
Court. Believe it or not, there is
school will gain several thousand
intelligent life outside the law
dollars but other departments,
school. If we don't share their inPhilosophy among them, will lose
terests, at least we ought to respect
over $ 1000 as a result of doubling
them.
the rebate. While I grant you that
There is room for. compromise
few law students are interested in
and I've advocated what I think is
Philosophy's "uniquely de- ·
fair. But, compromise requires
partmental" lecture series, I rather
conciliation. It is very difficult to
suspect that most Philosophy stu·achieve that when the President is
dents could care less about the
doing his level best to promote dis"uniquely departmental" activities
sention.
-of the Federalist Society or Moot
I leave judgements about my

nize one of the pieces; but, the .
chances were very slim even
though some of the items had our
full names inscribed inside. From
this experience, I realized what little respect I have for the law in
dealing with these types of crimes.
This small robbery was considered
·an insignificant, everyday occurrence and the law treats it accor0dingly.
Another disturbing part of this
experience came to me after I had
mentioned the robbery to a few
friends at school. Almost every
person with whom I spoke had
either been robbed or mugged
themselves or a family member
had experienced a criminal attack.
Perhaps I was blind to this plague
that has affected so many of my
fellow students. The crime rate in
the United States is out of control.
This is nothing new, of course, but
I believe that most people, including myself, have merely accepted
the fact that the crime rate will always be high and resolved to turn

fin-

year t ere were 11 ,278 cnmma
cases tried in Japan. This ·number
includes 72 murders as well as 106
bodily." injury cases .. One might
.question why Japan's crime rate is
so low. I have been told that it
could be due to the homogeneous
society, etfective police torce, !>Ocial pressures levied by friends and
neighbor's as well as various other
rea·sons. A sociologist could answer this question in greater depth.
The point is, our escalating crime
rate is not normal. Apparently, our
·system is not working.
I am tired of hearing about and
being affected by crime at home
·and at school. I am tired of arriving
home at night and checking behind the shower curtain because a
woman I know was raped by a man
who silently waited for her there. I
can sympathize with the New York
vigilante. The time has come for
ci tizens to wage their own war
against crime and the law should
accommodate these actions. In
law school I have learned to re1spect the law; but, in the real
world, I have learned the law can
;sometimes be mere words without
'life or meaning. If the law fails so
greatly in one area, isn't it time we
start taking matters into our own
hands?
Cait Clarke

to

performance those who elected .
me. But, while we may differ in
approach and philosophy, I cannot
close without saying that I have the
utmost respect for the work Tom,
Tyler, Jeff, Cathy, and ·Bill have
done. They devoted more time and
energy to the position than anyone
could have expected. Whatever
the outcome of the election, I wish
them the best of luck.
Sincerely,
Clayton Mansfield,
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JACKSON AND REAGAN
Continued from Page Four

day it was clear who the special
interests were - people who did
nanced by the U.S. Treasury.
Reagan has his massive and wastenot rely on "the sweat of their
ful defense budget. The byword of brows," but on inherited wealth
both is corporate welfarism. Jack- and speculation, for their living.
son paid off the national debt and' Today we are told that union
followed "hard money" policies . members, blacks, women, poor
designed to help the farmer, laborpeople, gays, farmers, Hispanics,
er and small businessman.
the handicapped - in short, anyReagan's huge deficit and overone ·who is not white, male, heterosexual and capable of capital
valued dollar put interest rates high
and farmers and small businessformation - that these people are
men, as well as the institutions
the "special interests." I have alwho lend to them, go under.
ways thought that democracy is
Wealth is consolidated, foreign
special; now I learn that the
capital flows in, and you can make
democracy, to use the term of Jacka killing in the stock or bonds marson's day, is a special interest. The
ket if you are lucky to be in the
Republicans used this semantic
small percentage of people who
turnaround to great advantage in
have the wherewithal to make sigthe last election. Their accusations
nificant investments. Meanwhile,
of "special interests" clobbered
heavy industry shuts down, and · the Democrats' appeal to "fairwell-paid industrial jobs are reness" - the American people
placed with de-unionized high- · have voted against "special intech and fast-food slots. The ecoterests" every time. Unfortunately,
nomy booms, while employees in
sometimes they get "log cabin"-ed
many industries and in the federal
or "greatly communicated" into
government are asked to take pay
believing that a popular figure,
backed by powerful corporate and
cuts.
On top of all this, the Republifinancial interests, will solve their
cans maintain that it is the Deproblems.
mocrats who are the captives of
Long before this country went
"special interests." In Jackson's
through its lingering obsession

knoc

I

with anti-communism, antisocialism, and anti-left reactions of
whatever form, a concept of
democracy firmly rooted in economic justice developed independent of any alien ideology.
Government has a positive role to
play, to protect the interests of
those who earn their living "by the
sweat of their brows" and others
disfavored in the marke:tplace.
Elemental concepts of fairness demand no less, for the free market
can fail for some in our society,
allowing poverty, degradation and
class distinctions to grow, and
eventually precious human capital
is dissipated as market forces press
toward short-term profits. What is
freedom of opportunity without the
means to pursue those opportuni- '
ties? If our capitalist system is to
prove that it is not only the most
productive, but the most humane,
then we must start by redefining
"special interests" as Andrew Jackson did, as the concerns of an economic elite, and the public interest
as something more than economic
growth, such as a healthy dose of
"fairness" in deciding how the benefits of that growth should be used
for all our citizens.

Continued from Page Five
mission's assessment that "there is
nothing inherently dangerous or
violent about the offense of burglary." Anytime an intruder forcibly enters a personal dwelling with
the intent to steal, there is quite
obviously a very substantial risk
that violence will ensue, whether it
· be a terrified homeowner defending his or her family and personal
belongings or · a patrolman
responding to a silent alarm in a

warehouse.
De facto decriminalization of
such charges is a dangerous and
irresponsible method of attacking
the problem of congested prisons.
In fact, the bizarre conclusions
reached by the D.C. city government as to the supposed peacefulness and docility of burglars and
weapon offenders prompts one to
wonder in what world Mayor Barry
and much of the city government is
living. Certainly not the real one.

. utcrime

Contact your local Exchange Club or Police Dept. for more information about crime prevention .
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CLINICAL E:DUCATION AT C.U.
by Elizabeth Ryan
Clinical Program in law
The Law and Public Policy Program is a new one at CUA this year
although clinical · opportunities
with the Center for National Policy
Review have been possible since
the Center was established at the
law school in 1970. In the LPP program, students explore the interrelation between law and policy, study the legislative and administrative processes and their
relationship to the judicial process,
and practice the lawyering skills
used by lawyers involved in the
development of public policy.
These are the skills-for example,
legislative research, drafting and
analysis of administrative agency
regulations and use of social science date-that are more important to lawyers who represent government (federal, state, local), outside interests, or the "public interest" in legislative or administrative
forums or in complex litigation.
The LPP Program currently offers
three classroom courses: Law and
Public Policy, Civil Rights Law,
· and Housing and Community De·. velopment. These courses may be
taken without enrollment in the
fieldwofk part of the LPP program.
LPP fieldwork involves working
with the Center's staff of lawyers, a
sociologist, and a journalist on research·, investigation, and advocacy projects involving the civil
rights of minorities, women, persons in poverty, and other disadvantaged groups. Some students
are selected for a paid summer internship which is combined with a
five credit internship in the fall or
spring semester. (Applications for
the summer paid positions must be
submitted to Professor Kaplin by
March 18.) Students also may do
two, three or five credit internships in the summer, fall, or.
spring terms.
Three of this year's LPP students
have many enthusiastic things to
say about their fieldwork experiences at the Center. David Nall, a
third year student, began by working on the Jobs Watch Program

. ber of organizations that do not
have the time or staff to complete
in depth research and analysis
necessary for background in writing agency comments."
Susan Morgenstern recommends the Center's internship,
"because there is a lot more to being a lawyer than litigation ." She
says, "The Center provides a forum
to study and discuss broader questions of social policy." Susan has
been involved in preparing for
hearings in New York on the Voting Rights Act and its effect on
minority political participation.
"The skills involved in . analyzing
the effects of legislation and
formulating proposals for change
are r.ot often learned in the classroom, but they are an important
part of making the legal system
more just."
All three students enthusiastically recommend the Center internship for anyone interested in the
policies behind law and for those
with a commitment to social justice . The internships include biweekly meetings with the clinical
. director and occasional guest
speakers.

D.C. Law Students in Court
D.C. Law Students in Court is
one of the country's oldest clinical
educ,11;0,, proJ.rl ,;1s . jt,,Jents
from five atea law schools partici~
pate in the program's two semester
civil and criminal divisions. Tony
Lee, a third year student, found the
experience to be invaluable preparation for his expected career.
He says, "I want to be a trial
attorney in criminal litigation, so
Law Students in Court is a good
testing ground for me." By un. degoing an intensive five week
training course and working on
actual cases, students learn an
enormous · amount about the law
and the judicial process. Students
in the criminal division represent
clients from arraignment through
sentencing and probation . fhat
·representation includes developing facts and evidence, interview-

Clinics Day is Wednesday,
March 27.
A II students will receive
invitations by mail.

Bill Kaplin, Bill Taylor and Dave Nall of the Public
Policy Pro~ram.

suppression motions, and appearin hearings and trials. Students
are assigned to a variety of mis. demeanor cases such as shoplift, ing, theft, simple assault, weapons
charges, possession of marijuana,
and solicitation.
Tony currently is preparing for a
trial in March on possession of a
· prohibited weapon. Aside from
fact investigation including a visit
to the crime scene, Tony has spent
a great deal of time researching the
D.C. statute and cases to determine whether the weapon _involved, a starter pistol, qualifies as
a dangerous weapon.
Like most interns, Tony found
another important aspect of his clinical education to be learning how
to relate to.clients and other attorneys in a real life setting. As he
.describes it, "It was a little surpris.: ing to learn that with most of mv
clients, their legal problems are
just the tip of the iceberg. Helping
them solve underlying problems,
,like alcoholism or drug abuse, is an·
important part of the lawyering
process."
! ing

Tony believes that the supervisors are "some of the best attorneys with whom I have had an
opportunity to work." The super. visors are responsible to students'
needs, as well as those of clients. In
:sum, Tony strongly recommends
the Law Students in Court program
to anyon~ interested in trial work,
either as a prosecutor or a defense
attorney. His only caution is that a
student should not take LSIC to get
out of class because it is "a lot
more work than any law school
course."

Columbus Community
Legal Services

From its location in a Northeast
D .C. neighborhood, Columbus
University Legal Services offers
students an opportunity to handle
actual cases with actual clients in a
controlled, but realistic, setting.

Kathleen Calemmo, a t_
h ird year
student, is now in her second
· semester at the clinic. She says, "In
terms of practical experience, the
Clinic is the most worthwhile thing
I've ever done."
Students at the clinic work on
various types of" civil cases
marily landlord/tendnt, domest1L
relations, consum·er, government
benefits, and family abuse matters.
Students are assigned cases in different stages of development and ,
thus are exposed to all, or almost
all, aspects of litigation. Typical
tasks include draftin~.. motions,
writing and a QSWering interrogatories, taking depositions,.
and researching case law and statutes. While Kathleen felt that
those aspects of the internship pro- · ·
vided her with valuable trial prep- ·
aration experience, she looks forward most to getting into court to
argue her cases. She says-, "I have·
• been able to get into court three
times. The excitement of presenting your case to a judge , almost
cannot be described. It just has to
be done."
Earlier this semester, Kathleen
prepared for what was expected to_
be a five day trial-' on a. landlord/
tenant case. Kathleen 'charged that ··
the landlord was not entitled to ·
collect rent under D.C. law be~
cause he was not licensed'to--do so
as required by D.€. law. After
negotiations before Judge 'Wash~
ington in Superio, Court; the case· ·
was settled." Kathleen's client received an $1800· refund of rent ·
paid into the court registry.
While Kathleen feels that class~
room education and training in
case research had- prepared her for;
the legal aspects of making .a sue. cessful case, she believes tbat shelearned critical negotiating skills .
through her clinical' work. "As a
student, I was really unprepared
for the adversary process and did

· which
monitors
federal employment training
programs.
He cur- • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
Contact
To Enroll
Credit
Eligible Students
Clinical Program
rently is involved in a study of
legislation proposed in response to
Columbus Community Legal Services 6,7, or 13 in first semester of enrollment
Register ·••
Ellen Scully
Grove City College v. Bell decided
3 ·or 6 in subsequent
Gary Vujnovich
last summer by the Supreme Court.
Cather;ine Klein
Sam Botts
. That decision interpreted the anti526-5800
. discrimination prohibitions ofTitle
IX of the Education Amendments of
Criminal Trial Program
4 credits
Leah Wortham
Submit a resume, letter explaini_ng your in1972 quite narrowly. David has
635-5140
terest in the program, and the names of two
been researching inconsistencies
references to Prof. Wortham by a date to be
announced in March. ••
between Grove City and civil rights ·
cases preceeding it. In connection
D.C. Law Students in Court
Richard Carter
6 in first semester of enrollment
Register ••
'with this project, David has met
638-4798
3-6 in subsequent
with Congressional st;iff ;inrl
Apply to the Center by March 18 for summer
Bill Kaplin
4-9 credit packages
attended meetings of the coalition · Law and Public Policy Program
Center for National Policy Review
832-8525
~~ployment. For other programs, register.
of civi I rights groups working on the
635-5140
issue.
Law & the Deaf
3
Elaine Gardner
Contact Elaine Gardner for approval before
Chris Sullivan has done si"milar
651-5454
registering . ••
work with regard to legislative pro2 or 3
Legal Internship: Supervised
Register and consult with Professor WorthLeah Wortham
posals to establish administrative
am regarding placement.
635-5140
Fieldwork
law judges with authority -to hear
3 or 4
Leah Wortham
discrimination complaints arising
Register and consult with Professor WorthLegal Internship: Becoming
635-5140
am regarding placement. ••
under the Fair Housing Act. Chris
a Lawyer
also wrote comments on regulations
Leah Wortham
3
S.E.C. Training Program
*plus having taken or being
Register.•• If registering for fall, submit reproposed by the Department of
635
enrolled in Corporations
sume to Professor Wortham by a date to be
Housing and Urban Development
5140
announced in March.

...

• The Clinic is open to 2nd and 3rd year day and night students who have completed all required courses (except
with regard to new housing pro- 1
blems . He says, "My comments ,
professional Responsibility).
were requested by many housing
•• Enrollment is limited so registration does not guarantee a space.
1 111s iiihaiiiviiin1g1.c111om11111pl111et•ed111151•cr111ed11i■ts■in111c1111uiiid11iniiigiiiiEiivi111de111niiic111e._i
. groups. The Center assists a num- Il-----------••••■siiituiiid1eniiit

-----------------------1
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CUNIC~L E:DUC~TION CONT..
·not fully appreciate the ' government agencies, and law
responsibility involved in firms. Each year, placements in- .
representing someone else's in- elude a wide range of substantive
terests. You always have to be on law areas and legal setting.
Recent placements here inyour guard."
Paul McManus, also a third year cluded: the Organization of Amerstudent, is a first semester intern. ican States; the National Treasury
He says that working on actual Employees Union; the Office of the
cases helps students to realize how United States Trade Representaimportant it is to understand pro- tive; congressional offices includ. cedural and substantive aspects of ing Senators Bradley, D'Amato,
the law . "In class you don't Durkin, and Hawkins; the Chamappreciate the urgency of grasping ber of Commerce; and the Lawythese concepts, but at the clinic er's Alliance for Nuclear Arms
you understand what is riding on Control.
Some students enter structured
it."
According to Paul, what makes programs like one sponsored by
the clinic different from clerking at the D.C. Public Defender's office,
a law firm is an "exhilirating feel- which combines seminars and
ing to be trusted with so much meetings on aspects of the juvenile
Gino Zonghetti recommends the Criminal Trial Program.
responsibility. You are the one up- justice system with work at one of
on whom the client is depending." the D.C. juvenile facilities. Other ·
S.E.C. Training Program
In connection with the defense students design and seek out a very
ernment agency in action. For anyof a tort case, Paul prepared an specific experience. One student
one interested in practicing in
The S.E.C. Training Program offopening statement as well as direct has interned with three different
Washington, such knowledge is
ers students an opportunity to
and cross examinations of wit- one.or two person firms engaged in
invaluable and is not easily learned
observe the workings of the Securnesses. The case has been contin- active general and domestic relain the classroom. As Bob puts it,
ities and Exchange Commission.
ued, one of the things to which tions practice, in order to see a
"Simple tasks like filing a Freedom
Bob Mooney; a third year student,
practicing attorneys must become spectrum of the legal issues that
of Information Act request can only
participated in the program last be learned by actually doing
accustomed. Paul also represented arise and law office management
fall. For students interested in regua client before a hearing com- styles.
them." Bob also gives the program
lation of the securities market, Bob
missioner in an uncontested diStudents interested in Legal Inhigh marks for receptivity to stugives the program a strong dent needs and schedules.
vorce. He says, "My experience ternships should begin by reading:
was probably a little out of the "Legal Internships : How the endorsement.
Most students in the program are
Bob was assisgned to the Office assigned to Enforcement, the largordinary. The commissioner knew CU.A. Program Works and How
I was a law student, and I think to Select a Worthwhile Place- of the General Counsel and spent est division. Besides the General
most of his time working with a Counsel's Office, students also are
grilled me more thoroughly than is ment" on reserve in the library unusual."
der Professor Wortham's name. team of staff attorneys researching assigned to the Division of Corpoamendments to the Bankruptcy rate Finance and the Market ReguBoth Paul and Kathleen found They sho'uld then browse through
lation Division.
the supervising attorneys to be ex- the internship notebooks available Code which affect the jurisdiction
tremely helpful and sensitjve to . from the faculty receptionist with of bankruptcy judges. He also reboth student and client needs an index· arranging them by sub- searched case law on the scope of
throughout the development of stantive law area, lawyering skill abankruptcy judge's authority. The
cases. Both recommend the clinic involved, type of organization and Office was interested in that juCriminal Trial Program
for all students including those location. When they have some risdiction question as it might be
who do not plan to work with poor tentative ideas about their objec- presented to the Supreme Court in
people after graduation. They say, tives and possible placement, they an appropriate case. Bob says,
The Criminal Trial Program,
"The Clinic staff is concerned should arrange to talk with Pro- "That was the most interesting sponsored by the U.S. Attorney's
project on which I worked. I was Office is a new addition to CUA's
about accommodating the needs fessor Wortham.
of everyone who wants to be a
In the spring term, students may able to take on a great deal of clinical offerings. Gino Zonghetti,
good lawyer."
combine their fieldwork with a one responsibility and that contributed a third year student, currently is
credit seminar called, "Becoming to the learning_process ."
participating in the program and
Bob found the program to be a believes it is a valuable addition to
a lawyer." Drawing on readings,
journal entries, and videotape or great way to learn about securities the curriculum.
live simulations, class discussion law outside the classroom. He
Legal Internship
He says, "I can't think of a better ·
focuses on such issues as: What are says, "the staff attorneys are appreway to get an understanding of
ciative, and hard work is rewarded
how a criminal prosecution
There is no "typical" student ex- standards for competent legal
with increasingly complex proworks ." Students in the program
perience in the Legal Internship ex- practice? How does one reconcile
jects. The program gives a good
are assigned to trial teams of three
perience ~ince one of its major fea- one's own values with issues that
arise in legal practice? How do overview on how the Commission
attorneys. Gino is working in the
tures is the variety in placements .
works, how it decides to bring an
felony division and has been
The Washington metropolitan area areas of practice differ in demands
action, and what goes into the deassigned tasks on such criminal
has one of the largest con- made upon lawyers and rewards
velopment of the cases . " The
matters as assaults, drug cases; and
centrations of lawyers dong the afforded? What skills are required
in the practice of law? Which give S.E.C. ·also conducts a requried
burglaries. Students can expect to
widest variety of legal work in the
weekly seminar series which inspend a lot of time at the beginning
world . The CUA legal Internship a student the most difficulty? How
cludes speakers from both the
should
a
student
approach
becomof the program doing legal reprogram allows students to capitalpublic and' private sector.
search and some of the routine
ize on the school's location and ing more proficient in those areas
in which he or she may feel in- · Another important aspect of the
tasks associated with criminal prouse it to enhance their learning exprogram is the chance to see a govadequate?
secution. Gino has found, howevperience .
Professor Wortham, the program's supervisor, emphasizes that
interested students should think
carefully about their own objectives in choosing an internship.
Some of the various objectives students sometimes mention are:
learning or improving a particular
lawyering skill; exploring an area
of practice the student is considering as a career; getting a sense of
how material learned in-class is applied in the "real world"; being
introduced to the litigation or legislative process ; gaining experience that may be useful in seeking a
.job; or exploring ways that a law
student, and lawyers, may be of
service to other? through the law.
Many students intern with trial
and appellate judges, the United
States Attorney's office, federal

Professor Leah Wortham coordinates the clinical
programs, including internships.

er, that as he ready to take on more
responsibility, the staff attorneys
are glad to give it.
In addition to learning procedural points, students in the pro-•
gram acquire a working knowledge of substantive criminal law,
an understanding of how the courts
work, and an appreciation of all
that goes into preparing a case for
trail. He says, "These aspects of
preparation can have a huge effect
on the outcome of a trial, but they
cannot be learned by reading cases
and going to class. The clinical
program is a great way to get an
idea of how lawyers plan strategy
and make tactical decisions about
their cases ."
Gino is now preparing a plea
agreement on an assault case for
which he has been given primary

responsibility. He also has had a
chance to view line-up tapes to
assess the police procedure. He
expects to get into court this semester. He believes that this is the most
important part of the program.
Gino already had done an in- ·
ternship with a public defender's
office. Because of that experience,
he said that he felt he went into the
program with some preconceptions about the ruthlessness
of prosecutors. He has been glad to
learn that those fears were unfounded. He comments, "All of
the attorneys with whom I have
worked are exceptionally fair and
professional. They are not just interested in getting a conviction but
want to see justice done." Gino
also feels that the clinical experience has made him more sensitive
to witnesses and to the victims of
crime.
Gino recommends the Criminal
Trial Program .for' anyone with an
interest in crin'iinal practice. The
program -IDcludes some meetings
with other students and outside
speakers on subjects such as court. room etiquette and drug enforcement.

Law and the Deaf
The National Center for Law and
the Deaf Legal Services Clinic, located at Gallaudet College, provides legal assistance for hearing
impaired people in the Washington area. Lynn Abbot, a third year
student, encourages anyone interested in a small, general practice to intern at the NCLD Clinic.
Lynn found the clinic to be both
enjoyable and helpful. She says:
"The.re's nothing like hands on ex-·
perience to give students the self
confidence necessary to be an
effective advocate."
The clinic assists people with
hearing impairments with all types
of civil cases except domestic relations. (Because domestic relations
cases often involve representing
one hearing impaired person
against another, they are avoided.)
Some of these cases relate specifica I I y to clients' hearing impairments. Others involve the
range of civil problems. that might
be found in a general practice.
Lynn feels that the clinic would
be a valuable educational experience for any student. No special
background or training is neces~
sary. Students communicate with
clients with the help of professional sign interpreters. Lynn's
cases have included landlord/
tenant and social security work.
One challenging case involved the
denial of a claim for Supplemental
Security Income disability benefits . Because the client's disability
was primarily emotional, the hearing involved complicated psychiatric testimony and required
carefu I client preparation.
Students with full schedules will
be pleased to know that the staff at
the clinic is flexible and understanding about other demands
on their time. The program also
includes a substantive law class
.one night per week. Topics
.covered include consumer,
landlord/tenant, employment discrimination, and immigration law.
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bell lik1'1 ft11p Dia DI 11 1111
Aunt Rene's egg custard and toast

, ,

Dear Uncle Mike:
I'm thinking about leaving law
school. I like law, and I want to be
a lawyer, but I'm wondering
whether I'm cut out for it. My first
semester grades were all below 7 5,
my moot court brief was panned,
and I figure my chances of making
law review are pretty slim. I work
hard, but I seem to be missing
something. What do you think?
Joe
Dear Joe:
Keep at it. If you're motivated
and work hard, you can become a
good lawyer. Uncle Mike's twin
sister Arlene made it, and she did
worse than you her first year.
Arlene didn't even know her first
semester grades until summer. She
forgot her exam number and was
too embarrassed to ask what it was.
During her moot court argument,
one judge started laughing and had

though. You need to play and re- ' 4 slices bread (Pepperidge Farm cinnamon is great)
lax, also. Develop other parts of 1 c. milk
¼ c. sugar, preferably brown
yourself. Your legal career is only
lo leave the room. Unda,Oted, she
¼ tsp. vanilla
one part of your life-it's easy to
tried for law review but didn't
cinnamon,
optional
lose track of that fact in law school.
make that either. She used her law '
nutmeg, optional
Uncle Mike realizes that not
review .competition paper as a
raisins, optional
everyone can go to Hawaii, but
writing sample. One firm returned ,
4 Eggs
there are tropical islands here in
·.
.b rea d an d p Iace .It ma
. bak.mg d"Is h .
it to her with the comment that she
Preheat
oven to 350 degrees. Toastthe
Washington. A few hours in the
must have sent them her first draft :
Mix
milk, eggs, and
Sprinkle
sugar
over
it
(along
with
spices
and
raisins.)
Botanical Gardens by the Capitol
by mistake-they asked for her finvanilla
and
pour
it
over
toast.
Bake
at
350
for
30
minutes
oruntil
custard is
will do wonders for your spiritsal draft. Arlene let that one go.
no longer runny.
tropical plants and warm light
As you can imagine, Arlene was
make you feel as though you're
pretty discouraged by the end of
If you have questions, comments, and good, cheap recipes, write Uncle
elsewhere.
her first year. But she kept working
Mike c/o JN.
When you're ready to snorkel,
and became an expert in tax law
go to the aquarium in the basement
for closely held corporations. Unof the Commerce Department on
cle Mike just returned from a vaca14th Street (377-2825). Uncle
tion at Arlene's winter home in
' Mike and the kids put their fins,
Hawaii.
snorkels, and masks in a bathroom
You may not do as wel I as Arlene
there. After donning your gear,
did, Joe, but you can be a good
press your face mask agair]st an
lawyer. Just keep your eye on what
aquarium wall, breathe through
you want to become, and work
your snorkel, do a breast stroke,
hard. Over the long haul, you'll do
and imagine you're snorkelfng at
Church of the Only Way on ValOK.
Nancy Lou Evangelist, 12, died
Key Largo. The guards are accusentine's Day, February 14, 1985.
Uncle Mike •
at 5:00 P.M. on February 11,
tomed to seeing Uncle Mike and
The service was conducted by the
1985. Her parents, Pius and Therethe kids there, so you won't be disRev. Jerry Fallguy. Rev. Fallguy
Uncle Mike wants to remind his
sa Evangelist, frustrated at the proturbed. Call to find out feeding
hailed Nancy Lou as "a Martyr to
readers that hard work and motiva- ;
longed
lawsuit
involving
their
times-some of the tanks really get
her faith," and pledged that the
tion are only part of the story, 1
daughter, beat Nancy Lou violentlively. Hope to see you there!
love and faith that were in her heart
ly with an autoharp. Nancy Lou
would "beat on in the hearts of
was found in the Evangelists'
those who knew her."
clean, comfortable, fullyNancy is survived by her parapplianced home by Ronald
ents, her 2 stuffed animals, The Tin
Raygun, the Evangelists' attorney.
Man and Dr. DeBakey; her favorite
She was rushed to St. Eligius Hosdoll, Baby Fae; and her dog, Barpital suffering from hypertension
ney Clark.
and heart failure. All efforts to save
by Deb Lawrence and
her were futile .
Joanne Butler
Nancy Lou was buried at The

OBITUARY

First-Years Note.
Death of NancY. Eou ·

Law student bakes the cake, but Property takes it.

Their (Nina Mostoff, Craig Winslow) hearts ·
were in the right place, but Nancy Lou's wasn't!

BLT takes on a new meaning at lunch as BLT
instructors chow down.
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THE FEDERALIST SOCIETY
presents

A SYMPOSIUM
on
EQUALITY AND
THE LAW

J1!(.xA z i;VL,
CIILLS

14

Fourth Annual National Symposium
MARCH 1-3

!T

,1./l./L,

Aotfesf

GEORGETOWN UNIV. LAW CENTER
600 NEW JERSEY AVENUE, N.W.
WASHINGTON, D.C.

-fo

1,,

1985 SYMPOSIUM SUBJECT
The central question of J'llllitical philosophx in this century has been
the extent to which, anc.J at what rns1. a Jcrnocratic govcrnmt·nt sho11lJ
seek to assure equality among its citi,ens. and what it ~houkl <t1h:mr1
to equaliz.c. In the Uniti:d Su-1tcs in the p:i., t two decath:~, lhis h,1:,,
become a pivitol legal question as well: the rnurts incrca:-.ing,ly h.i·,c
come 10 be used as one of the principle instrument~; thro11gh which to
pursue that goal, most recently in connct.:tion with the 1:,,.-.ue of

/fOC/C

Le

"comparable worth." The time has tome for those who han:
reservations about governml·ntally cnforci.:U equ:dity to ar11cul:nc
these rescrva1ions pn:cisdy and pl·rsua!iively. a:,, \H:11 as lO Uclerminc
whether. and to what extent, equ:1lity is a proper !!Ovcrnml·11wl
concern.

J. MADISON

PARTICIPANTS
The symposium will feature approximately twenty speakers drawn
from all segments of the legal and academic comrnunilic:i., including: .
Judge Robert Bork. U.S . Coun of Appe.ih, D.C. Circuit
Judge AniOnin Scalia, U.S. Cuurt of Appeal!.. D.C. Circuit
Judge Ruth Bader~Gimburg. U.S. Court of Aprca\s, D.C. Circuit
Judge Thomas Gee. U.S. Coun of Appeah. 51h Cin.:uit
Hon. William Bradford Reynold:,,. A:i.s·t Attorn9 (icncral
Hon. Robert Destro, Commissioner, ll.S. Commi.,~·iun · un Civil
Rights
Hon. Charles Cooper. Deputy Ass't Atlorney General
Hon. Linda Chave1. S1aff Dirc:ctor, U.S. Commi:,,:i.ion on Civil
Rights
Prof. Paul Bator, Harvard Law School
Prof. William Kristo\, Kennedy School of Go\1'1
Prof. Hc.nry Manne, Emory Univ .• I.aw & Economics C..:nter
Prof. Alan Schwan1., Univ. o( Southern C.\\if. L.1w Center

REGISTRATION
Th1l:-.C intere~tcd in ancnJin!! the s~ 11lJW"ium ,lhHIIJ ni,ul lhl' t'ndo,cd
rq!1s1ratio11 form t,.) h·h111:11~ 22. 1:clll·1~,h,1 S1l1.'1t.'ly m,:rnha, :111.'.
admitted 1rc.:. hut nun-mc111hl·rs mu:-l p,1y a $1.)0 pre~r,fi:i.11ali11n Ice.
All parti~~ w1:-h1ng t.i ..ith:nJ the ban4ue1 mu:i.1 rm~ .i srp..irah: S 12.SO
fee.
If )OU ha\'c any 4ui:~t1\ms. rka.;c call or \\·rite;
Mr. :\l;rn Fur~l.

S, nipo~ium Coordmnwr
,\.panmcnt 701
t-1!5 Rh,1Jl' bland .,\\·e1m1;, K.W.

\\ a:-.hin!,h"l. I J.(. 2(1{)0S
(20:?i 2.~4-.\.'\4(1

~1~. l:u~rm· Ml-~er,
l-xen11i\t' l)irl'C:lor
J--'nkt:ili"t St1,il·1y for l .;rn
a11J Puhli..: Pulicy S1uJic~
lt,25 F.yc Stn-i:I. N.W .
Washi11~1on. D.C. 20006
(202) 1:i22-MIJ8

be !e{ I ouf - Mo-wt- :X :

J(e(JJ\, aLL

"c~iT/CAL LECAL ST/JDl[S')~
fovndici f/.,-,,K~r ~ .scA.olo.r

f;o,,,,..

HOW HIGH THE WALL?
The Supteme Court and .Church-State: 1985

/'1Ate.K. Tl/..SH/1/cT

Ro-fe.1.u,r

F£B.~7

6 PM

Wednesday
February 27, 1985
4:30-6:00 · P.M.

Caldwell Auditorium
The Catholic University of America
Washington, D.C.
SPEAKERS
WILLIAM B. BALL,
Partner, Ball and Skelly, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania

ill

LEE BOOTHBY,
Partner, Boothby, Huff and Yingst, Berrien Springs, Michigan;
General Counsel, Americans United for Separation of Church and State
MODERATOR
STEVEN P. FRANKINO,
Dean, Columbus School of Law
The speakers are prominent attorneys who have litigated many precedent-setting church-state cases in
the Supreme ·Court. They will discuss church-state issues currently pending in the Supreme Court,
including:

•
•
•
•
•·
•

moments of silence in public schools
job-protection for Sabbath observors
creche in public park
public school personnel teaching secular subjects on· religious school premises
refusal by applicant for driver's license to be photdgraphed for religious reasons
application of Fair Labor Standards Act to "associates" of religious foundations
Question and Answer Period
and Reception
Will Follow the Presentations

:....-.
:....-.
{.{

{{
{:{
{:{
{.{

{.{

SPONSORED BY THE INTERDISCIPLINARY PROGRAM
IN LAW AND RELIGION, COLUMBUS SCHOOL OF LAW,
THE CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY OF AMERICA,
AND FUNDED IN PART BY THE
HENRY R. LUCE FOUNDATION, INC.
For Further Information Call: 635-5140

{.{
{.{
{:{
{:{
{.{
{.{
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a legal' primer for activists'lbe National Lawyers Guild,

o.c.

Oiapter presents a workshop

forum designed to give a basic understanding of the legal ,
arguments against U.S. policy relating to Central America for

those

woo are involved in the movenent against intervention

in the region.
Workshops will cover:
•

Federal and state laws violated by u. s. activities, and
efforts to enforce those statutes in federal courts.

•

Principles and sources of international law violated by U.S •
activities, and efforts to enforce international law in
various jurisdictions.

•

Legal concerns of activists, including danestic surveillance,
the new "anti-terrorist• program, restrictions on materi.a l
aid, sanctuary, and others.

Workshop leaders will include:
•

Michael Ratner and Ellen Yaroshevsky, Center for

OJnatitutional

Rights, cowu,el on ru.aaerous au.its challenging u. s. p:,licy relating to Central

Jmerica and the carlli:>ean

•

Michael Maggio,.

•

Judith Appelbaum,

Kic.hael Maggio , A&aociates, P.C., .inmigration attorney

Reicl>ler •

"Ef>elba..,, a,unsel to Nicaragua before

the World Court

Date: Saturday, March 9
Time: 10 am, - 2:00 pn,
Place: George Washington University Law Center
720 'l\<entieth St. N.W.

l\ilmission and materials fee of $3; discounts available
for organizations
Co-sponsored by CAROCEN

For infoi:mation call 547-8074

